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WALTER BAKER & CO., Limited, v. BAKER (two cases).

(Circuit Court, S. D. New York. May 13, 1898.)

Nos. 6,439 and 6,440.

1. TRAJlE-NAMES-UNFAIR COMPETITION-USE OF ONE'S OWN NAME.
One entering a particular trade may not use his own name in a way cal-

culated to cause confusion between hIs own goods and those of an old
established manufacturer, havIng the same name. 1

2. SAME-POPULAR DESIGNATION OF GOODS.
'Vhen a manufacturer's goods have become known to the trade and to

commerce as "Baker's Chol'Olate," "Baker's Cocoa," and "Baker's Breakfast
Cocoa," another also bearing the name "Baker," subsequently entering the
trade, may not use, to designate his goods, those combinations of words,
with or without the audition of other words or names.

These were S'uits in equity by Walter Baker & Co., Limited,
against William P. Baker, to restrain unfair competition by use of
trade-names.
Wm. Lowell Putnam and Rowland Cox, for complainant.
John Vincent, for defendant.

SHIPMAN, Circuit Judge. These are bills in equity brought by
Walter Baker & Company, Limited, a corporation under the laws
of the state of M{l,ssachusetts, and a citizen of that state, and
located in Dorchester therein, against William P. Baker, of the
city and state of New York, to restrain that use of trade names and
trade designations upon bis packages of unsweetened chocolate and
his packages and cans of powdered cocoa, which decoys the purchaser
into the belief that he is purchasing the article manufactured by the
complainant, and which was devised for that fraudulent purpose. The
questions in respect to the unfair use of the complainant's name by
persons who also bear the name of "Baker,"· and who seek, by the
use of their own name in a way which simulates the manner and form
in which the complainant and its predecessors have long used the
name, to gain artificially the reputation which the complainant's goods
have acquired, have been before the COUl'ts of the United States in
the Western district of Virginia, and in this circuit. Walter Baker &
Co. v. Sanders, 26 C. C. A. 220, 80 Fed. 889.
The important facts in the cases now before this court can be com-

pactly stated: The complainant is the successor of James Baker in
the manufacture of bitter chocolate, who is alleged in the complaint
to have commenced such manufacture in Dorchester about the year
1780. It is proved that since 1845 and the death of Walter Baker,
who, in his lifetime, was the owner of the business, the manufacture
has been carried on under substantially the name of the present cor-
poration, and that the complainant is the owner of the will of
the business, and has the exclusive use of the stawps, brands, and

1 For elaborate notes on the "Rig-ht to Use One's Own Name," see note to
R. W. Rogers Co. v. Wm. Rogers Mfg. Co., 17 C. C. A. 579, and supplementary
note to Kathrelner's MaIzkaffee Fabrlken Mit Beschraenkter Haftung v. Pastor
Kneipp Medicine Co., 27 C. C. A. 351.
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names 'W. Baker," "W. Baker & Co.," 'Walter Baker," and 'Walter
Baker & in the manufacture lind sale of cho'colatewnU·p6wdered
cocoa. The compla,inant and the leading
manufacturers in this country of chocolate and cocoa articles for do-
mestic use. Their products are the. most popularly and widely known
and sold, and are. generally spoken of by. the trade and by consumers
as "Ba'kel"s Chocolate" and "Baker's:OOcoa." The chocolate cakes have
been uniformly, for the last 40 years, presented to the public in rec-
tangular form, inclosed in abluewra;pper, which had a yellow label,
bearing upon itl conspicuously, the"\'I'ords "Baker's Upon
the bottomofthelabel the word!:!! ''W; Baker & Co., Dorchester, Mass.,"
were formerly used. At presc:m(;tpe label has the words "Made by
Walter Baker & Co., Limited." The defendant's testimony was taken
in April, 1897. He had then been it wholesale grocer in the city of
New fGr about seven or eight veal's. Before that time he was a
dealer in tea and coffee... In Septetriher,. 1896, he <;ommenced to buy
chocolate from the Brewster Company, of Newark, 'in lO-pound cakes,
and has since continued to buy such cakes from that company, and
from Crane & Martin. He remolded, these cakes into rectangular
half-pound cakes of the customary size and shape, wrapped each
cake in a blue wrapper, put upon. the wrapper a buff or salmon
colored label; upon it conspicuously,' in script, the words
'W. P. Baker's," followed by "No. TExtra Chocolate." At the bot-
tom of the label ,were the words,"W. P. Baker; New York, U. S.
A." This article has been freely SOld, mid has come into the stock
of retail dealers. It has been delivered by them to purchasers as
"Baker's Chocolate," and has been, sold in response to' requests for
"Baker's Chocolate," and in one instance it waS' offered to a retail
dealer by a traveling salesman' as Baker's The manner in
which the defendant buys and remolds, wraps, and labels the goods
which he purchases, shows that· he adopted his label for the pur-
pose of gainingsurrepti1:iously reputation which Baker's choco-
rate or Bakexl's goods possess, and for thepu rpose of deceiving the
consumer into the belief that his order for an article of known
value was being complied with. .It is saidthat'he has not been
shown to anyone, 'br to have instigated a deception,
but that he has testified tliat heuniforinly asks his customers if
they want his goods as distingUished from those' of the complain-
ant. The reply tothesesiuggestionsand to this testimony is that
he .intentionally useS his name as a manufacturer' of chocolate in
tMsa1I).ewuy that the complainant and its predecessors have long
been. accustomed to' use their name as manufacturers of the same
article, and that he has presented his article to
the 'Public under a form of words which would :naturally lead the
purchaser to>believe that it'WRS ithe complainant's manufactui·e.
The short name by 'which the public styles the article
of the complainant is HBaker'R Chocolate," and thus the public re-
gards what is presented under that name as the complainant's ar-
ticle, and asS'ociates the. name with a particular factory of long

.and. permanence. The defel' ,lant has a right to manu-
facture chocolate, and to acquire his own reputation under his own
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name, but not to use the name so as to deceive the purchaser.
When he presents his article as W. P. Baker's he not
only improperly works mischief to the pre-existing TIl - nufacturer,
but he wrongs the public, because he does not accompany his name
"with such indications that the thing manufactured is the work of
the one making it as will unmistakably inform the public of that
fact." Singer Mfg. Co. v. June Mfg. Co., 163 U. S. 169, 16 Sup.
Ct. 1002. While, therefore, he can clearly inform purchasers that
the package contains chocolate which William P. Eaker, of New
York, made, the words "W. P. Eaker's Chocolate" are inadmissible,
because that style of presentation has become identified in the mind
of the public with the manufacture of the complainant. "So long
as the title contains the words which in trade and among consum-
ers have come to be the every-day designation of complainant's
goods, the chocolate so labeled will naturally be assumed to be
complainant's, unless special care be taken to indicate that it is
not." Walter Baker & Co. v. Sanders, supra. .
Let there be a decree for an injunction, with costs against the

defendant and his agents and servants, in the following form: (1)
From using in connection with the business of making or selling
chocolate, on labels, wrappers, cans, boxes, cakes, molds, signs,
letter heads, bill heads, or advertisements, or in any other man-
ner Whatsoever, the word "Baker," "Eaker's," or "Bakers," alone,
or the word "Baker," "Eaker's," or "Bakers" (whether the same
be or be not coupled with other names or initials) in such a col-
location with the word "Chocolate" (whether the same be or be
not coupled with some further descriptive word or words) as to
indicate that the chocolate so made or sold is a variety of "Eaker's
Chocolate." But defendant may indicate thereon, in appropriate
language, that the chocolate is made or prepared for or sold by
"William P. Baker, of New York." (2) From using, as afores'aid,
the initial "W.," in combination with the name "Eaker"; but the
defendant may use his full name, "\Villiam Phillips Eaker," or
"William P. Eaker," in conformity with this decree; and also for
an accounting. The second clause of the form of injunction order
is in addition to that contained in the Sanders Case, where the de-
fendant was permitted to use his initials. There was testimony in
the Virginia case in regard to the long use by the defendant of his
initials, and the fact that he had become known by the initials of
his Christian name, which does not exist in this case, and I do not
perceive any good reason why a newcomer in the chocolate busi-
ness, who desires to use his own name of "Eaker," should use it
in the form which most closely resembles the well-known name of
another manufacturer. Under the name of "William P. Baker,"
the defelldant can gain his own reputation, and enjoy the benefit of
his own name..

The bill in equity No. 6,439, by the same complainant against
the same defendant, was to restrain unfair competition in the use
of the complain!1nt's name and distinctive dress or insignia upon
tin cans of powdered cocoa, which the complainant has styled
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"Breakfast Cocoa" for 15 years, and which it and its predecessors
have manufactured and presented to the public under their own
name for 25 years. It is a newer preparation of cocoa .than choc-
olate, .and the precise date when the Dorchester factory com-
menced to make it does not appear. The complainant's can is made
with slightly rounded corners, and has upon one of its broadest
sides the words, "Walter Baker & Co. L't'd. Breakfast Cocoa;"
and the same words are employed upon the top of its can. The
defendant has upon the corresponding side of his can the words,
"W. P. Baker's Breakfast Cocoa;" and the same words are em-
bossed upon the top of his can. He buys his cocoa roasted, re-
duced to powder, and packed loosely in barrels, from the Brewster
Cocoa Manufacturing Company; and he repacks the article thus
received, in half-pounds cans, applies the labels, and places the cans
upon the market. The facts which have been already stated in the
chocolate case are true and are applicable to this case. The intent
of the defendant, his acts and the result of his acts, are the same.
The complainant has no exclusive right to the word: "Breakfast"
disconnected from its name. The testimony in this case does not
lead me to think that the use of the mere shape of the complain-
ant's can, provided the labels are so distinctive as not to create un-
fair competition, should be enjoined. The practical difficulty in
this class of cases is to compel the newcomer into the chocolate or
cocoa market to swing clear of the complainant, and to use his
name in such a way as unmistakably and: intentionally to show
that he is not the well-known manufacturer; in other word'S, to
carry to a successful result "a bona fide effort to accentuate the
differences" with respect to the origin of the two prOducts, and
thus to acquire a reputation for his own genuine work. In this
case, the label, and not the mere shape of the half-pound can, is
the important thing for the relief of the complainant.
Let there be a decree for an injunction, with costs, against the

defendant, his agents and servants, in the following form: (1)
From using in connection with the business of making or selling
cocoa, on labels, wrappers, cans, boxes, signs, letter heads, bill
heads, or advertisements, or in any other manner whatsoever, the
word "Baker," "Baker's," or "Bakers" alone, or the word "Baker,"
"Baker's," or "Bakers" (whether the same be or be not coupled with
other names or initials) in such a collocation with the word "Cocoa"
(whether the s'ame be or be not coupled with some further de-
scriptive word or words) as to indicate that the cocoa so made or
sold is a variety of "Baker's Cocoa." But defendant may indicate
thereon in appropriate language that the cocoa is made or prepared
for or sold by "William P. Baker, of New York." (2) From using
as aforesaid the initial "W." in combination with the name "Bak-
('1'''; but defendant may use his full name, "William PhillipB
Baker," or "William P. Baker," in conformity with this decree.
(3) From using on or in Gonnection with the sale of powdered
cocoa the words "Baker's Cocoa," ''W. P. Baker's Cocoa," ''William
P. Cocoa," or any like description of his cocoa; and from
using caAs of the same as those of the complainant in com-
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bination with the name or "W. P. Baker" or "William
P. Baker's" as applied to the cocoa contained therein; and from
applying to such powdered cocoa on cans or labels, or in circulars,
price lists, advertisements, or in any manner whatsoever, the con-
nected name "Breakfast Cocoa" in connection with the name "Bak-
er," or any name of which the word "Baker" forms a part; and
also for an accounting.

LILLARD et a!. v. SUN PRINTING & PUBLISHING ASS'N.

(Circuit Court, S. D. New York. May 7, 1898.)

L ACTION FOR INFRINGEMENT OF COPYRIGHT-AVERMENT OF PROPRIETORSHIP.
An averment that complainants were, prior to the time of securing copy-

right, proprietors ot a certain book or periodical, is a sufficient averment
of proprietorship ot an article and engraving alleged to have been pirated
therefrom.
SAME-EXHIBIT WITH BILL-COPYRIGIITED BOOK-ARTICLE PIRATED.
Where complainants' copyrighted book and defendant's article complained

of are filed with and referred to in, the bill. they need not be copied therein.
8. SAME-ENGRAVING Oll' EXTINCT ANIMAL-IMPROBABILITY OF OlUGINAL PUO-

DUCTION.
A bill will not be dismissed on demurrer where the cut or engraving

pirated from complainants' copyrighted book is a close reproduction of com-
plainants', even though it appears highly probable that the final proof will
show that the engraving was not an original production of complainants.

This is a suit in equity by Benjamin Lillard and another against
the Sun Printing & Publishing Association, seeking an injunction and
accounting for alleged violation of complainants' cOPJTighted pro-
duction. It comes up on demurrer to the bill.
D. J. M. O'Collaghan. for complainants.
Franklin Bartlett, for defendant.

LACOMBE, Circuit Judge. It is difficult to see why complain·
ants have sought relief in equity for the alleged violation of their
copyrighted production. Assuming that the defendant still has
in its possession some copies of its issue of Sunday, January 10.
1897, it is highly improbable that it will ever sell them. Still
more improbable is it that the woodcut, and the text descriptive
thereof, will be reproduced in some future issue of the defendant's
paper. Injunction, therefore, should complainants make out a
case entitling them to it, would be of no practical benefit. Upon
an accounting, assuming that accounting were decreed at the same
time as the injunction, it would seem to be impossible for the
complainants to show any damages resulting from the defendant's
publication. It is inconceivable that the sale of the Sunday Sun,
with the illustration and description contained in it, interfered
with or prevented the sale of a single copy of complainants' monthly
publication. So, too, it is difficult to see how complainants can
show upon the accounting that any profit inured to the defendant
by reason of the publication in question. Reference was made
upon the argument to the case of Callaghan v. Myers, 128 U. S.


